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HAVE A ROCK-SOLID MOUNT WITH HAWKE® OPTICS BIPODS AND RESTS 

 

Complete Line of Bipods and Adjustable Rifle Rests Give You Amazing Stability for Your Shooting 
 

Hawke® Optics, the leader in high-quality, high-value precision sporting optics, helps you take aim with a complete line-up of 
bipods, mounts, and rests to help you experience increased accuracy and control whether you’re in the field or at the range.  
 
The best scope mounted to the perfect rifle still takes one more ingredient when it comes to serving up an accurate shot – the 
rest. How steady your shot is means everything for making the bullet hit precisely where you need it to go. Hawke Optics has 
exactly what you need with its lineup of bipods and rests. Mount your bipod to your rifle and ensure you always have a solid rest. 
 
Hawke offers six models of bipods and rests, all of which have height adjustable spring-loaded legs for fast deployment. Crafted 
from lightweight high-grade alloy, you won’t be adding any more than 10-16 oz to your set up. Available in Fixed, Tilt, or Swivel-
Tilt, all models easily attach to your rifle’s sling swivel stud and provide shooters stability on the bench or flexibility to compensate 
for uneven terrain in the field. Rubber covered springs are a bonus to avoid pinching when in use. Hawke’s bipod and rest lineup 
is a hard to beat great value with prices between $72-115. 
 
When shooting at the range or from a shooting bench for long-range target shooting or hunting applications, like prairie dogs or 
coyotes, the Hawke Pro Benchrest is a spectacular option. The steel rest has adjustable rubber feet for a secure level setting on 
surfaces. The support rods have 2-inches of vertical adjustment. The rest itself has 360-degree rotation and an additional 2.4 
inches of height adjustment. Additionally, the angle can be adjusted from -11 degrees to +26 degrees, meaning you can set it and 
lock it on the perfect angle and height for your shooting needs. Whether you’re zeroing in at the range or banging steel gongs out 
to impressive distances, you’re covered. The Pro Benchrest carries an MSRP of $127. 
  
Learn more about Hawke’s line of Bipods, Mounts and Rests, as well as world-class optics and more on the Hawke Optics 
website. 

 

About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-leading 
innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun scopes to binoculars, 
spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic design, exceptional engineering 
and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to 
grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned industry leader in optics.  Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 

Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
 

 
 

    


